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They Left Great Marks on Me 2012-03-12 since the end of the cold war the idea of human rights has
been made into a justification for intervention by the world s leading economic and military
powers above all the united states in countries that are vulnerable to their attacks the criteria
for such intervention have become more arbitrary and self serving and their form more destructive
from yugoslavia to afghanistan to iraq until the u s invasion of iraq the large parts of the left
was often complicit in this ideology of intervention discovering new hitlers as the need arose
and denouncing antiwar arguments as appeasement on the model of munich in 1938 jean bricmont s
humanitarian imperialism is both a historical account of this development and a powerful
political and moral critique it seeks to restore the critique of imperialism to its rightful
place in the defense of human rights it describes the leading role of the united states in
initiating military and other interventions but also on the obvious support given to it by
european powers and nato it outlines an alternative approach to the question of human rights
based on the genuine recognition of the equal rights of people in poor and wealthy countries
timely topical and rigorously argued jean bricmont s book establishes a firm basis for resistance
to global war with no end in sight
Revealed 2022-11 the purpose of revealed is to provide true testimonies regarding racist
experiences it is my goal that this book becomes a tool that can be utilized to share our racist
stories experiences to people who find it difficult to imagine what we ve gone through help heal
those who have chosen to reveal their impactful memories spark dialogue amongst those who have
yet to address their suppressed stories
Witnesses to Racism 2009 here are heartfelt testimonies by members of the archdiocese of chicago
ten laypeople and one permanent deacon about their own experiences with racial injustice each
story approaches the question of racism from a different ethnic heritage and life history but all
of them drive home the reality that racism can only be dealt with if we get to know one another
in honest deep and ongoing relationships these witness talks were first developed as part of the
workshops on racism and ethnic sensitivity for the parishes of the archdiocese
Being White 2013-04-15 karyn mckinney uses written autobiographies solicited from young white
people to empirically analyze the contours of the white experience in u s society this text
offers a unique view of whiteness based on the rich data provided by whites themselves writing
about what it means to be white
Longing 2010 a collection of true stories from the journey of one white couple toward
understanding their hidden fears prejudices and ultimate connection to african americans as
diversity trainers the authors describe uncomfortable and embarrassing situations examine their
mistakes and unconscious assumptions and share what they have learned about being white their
stories contain revelations from black friends and strangers who taught them to see beyond
superficial theories and to confront the attitudes that have shaped how americans think about
race but above all their stories speak about the longing they discovered everywhere they traveled
a longing to connect and to heal from the racial separation that has so deeply wounded this
country
Racism in the Lives of Women 1995 testimony theory and guides to antiracist practice a
comprehensive handbook with concise and challenging analysis first voice oral histories and
concrete practice strategies that address the complex interaction of race ethnicity and feminism
particularly suitable for psychotherapists or anyone wishing to expand their understanding of
working with diverse populations
White Men Challenging Racism 2003-04-21 profiles thirty five white men who have challenged
society s beliefs about race segregation and tolerance
Dreaming In Color Living In Black And White 2000 african americans describes their experiences of
coming of age in the united states as they faced racism hate and violence as well as learning the
pride of their own heritage
Between the World and Me 2015-07-14 1 new york times bestseller national book award winner named
one of time s ten best nonfiction books of the decade pulitzer prize finalist national book
critics circle award finalist one of oprah s books that help me through now an hbo original
special event hailed by toni morrison as required reading a bold and personal literary
exploration of america s racial history by the most important essayist in a generation and a
writer who changed the national political conversation about race rolling stone named one of the
most influential books of the decade by cnn named one of paste s best memoirs of the decade named
one of the ten best books of the year by the new york times book review o the oprah magazine the
washington post people entertainment weekly vogue los angeles times san francisco chronicle
chicago tribune new york newsday library journal publishers weekly in a profound work that pivots
from the biggest questions about american history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a
father for his son ta nehisi coates offers a powerful new framework for understanding our nation
s history and current crisis americans have built an empire on the idea of race a falsehood that
damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men bodies exploited
through slavery and segregation and today threatened locked up and murdered out of all proportion
what is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to live within it and how can we all
honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden between the world
and me is ta nehisi coates s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son
coates shares with his son and readers the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in
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the world through a series of revelatory experiences from howard university to civil war
battlefields from the south side of chicago to paris from his childhood home to the living rooms
of mothers whose children s lives were taken as american plunder beautifully woven from personal
narrative reimagined history and fresh emotionally charged reportage between the world and me
clearly illuminates the past bracingly confronts our present and offers a transcendent vision for
a way forward
Pre-Post-Racial America 2015-03-17 those people their issues the day s news and the ways we treat
each other overtly or subliminally prove we are not yet living in post racial america it s hard
to talk about race in america without everyone very quickly becoming defensive and shutting down
what makes talking race even harder is that so few of us actually know each other in the fullness
of our stories a recent reuters poll found 40 of white people have no friends of other races and
25 of people of color only have friends of the same race sandhya rani jha addresses the hot topic
in a way that is grounded in real people s stories and that offers solid biblical grounding for
thinking about race relations in america reminding us that god calls us to build beloved
community discussion questions at the end of each chapter provide starting points for reading
groups
Racial Stories 2009-08 racism in america explores the complicated and provocative issue of racial
bias in america its main goal is to inform non african americans of the pain and humiliation that
attends acts of race based discrimination regardless of whether such acts are unwitting or driven
by animus racism in america contains dozens of illustrative personal anecdotes involving racism
that the author has experienced over the decades each story includes a discussion of why the
author ascribes the label racist to a particular person or behavior the result is a uniquely
insightful consciousness raising book that challenges you to examine your own attitudes about
race matters
Racism in America 2013-11 first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company
Souls Looking Back 2002-09-11 every voice raised against racism chips away at its power we can t
afford to stay silent this book is an attempt to speak the book that sparked a national
conversation exploring everything from eradicated black history to the inextricable link between
class and race why i m no longer talking to white people about race is the essential handbook for
anyone who wants to understand race relations in britain today the no 1 sunday times bestseller
winner of the british book awards non fiction narrative book of the year 2018 foyles non fiction
book of the year blackwell s non fiction book of the year winner of the jhalak prize longlisted
for the baillie gifford prize for non fiction longlisted for the orwell prize shortlisted for a
books are my bag readers award
Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race 2020-11-12 the principle of human equality
is a testimony that friends are both proud of and challenged by proclaiming the importance of
equality among peoples is far easier than living equality day to day and interpersonally pat
schenck has dedicated years of study self examination and experimentation to living racial
equality in a society that still supports inequality in its institutions writing openly and
personally about her successes failures and discoveries she shares her stories and offers wisdom
to white friends in particular who wish to create more diverse welcoming and fully supportive
communities of all races in our meetings and in our lives discussion questions included back
cover
Living Out Testimony on Equality 2011-12-05 this book looks at why people keep using identities
even after the stories from which they were constructed have been rejected
Jehovah's Witnesses 2002 allyship friendship kinship relationships the suffix ship expresses
quality condition or state of being allyship is the quality or condition of being an ally this
book is an exploration of that state of being which the authors in this volume have spent their
lives developing being an ally is typically thought of as a role that a person from a privileged
group plays toward a person in an oppressed group but as you will find in reading this volume it
is also so much more this book is not called allies because most of these authors included here
would not self identify as an ally that label itself is situation dependent and personal and most
authors would rather allow their friends and colleagues of color to decide whether they consider
them an ally rather than proclaim the title for themselves but through the collective stories
paths and challenges that the authors share with us in this volume a picture of what allyship can
and should be begins to emerge in sharp relief provided by publisher
How Americans Make Race 2013-10-31 2020 foreword indies book of the year award multicultural 2021
christianity today book award christian living discipleship award publishers weekly starred
review people of color have endured traumatic histories and almost daily assaults on our dignity
we have prayed about racism been in denial or acted out in anger but we have not known how to
individually or collectively pursue healing from the racial trauma as a child sheila wise rowe
was bused across town to a majority white school where she experienced the racist lie that one
group is superior to all others this lie continues to be perpetuated today by the action or
inaction of the government media viral videos churches and within families of origin in contrast
scripture declares that we are all fearfully and wonderfully made rowe a professional counselor
exposes the symptoms of racial trauma to lead readers to a place of freedom from the past and new
life for the future in each chapter she includes an interview with a person of color to explore
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how we experience and resolve racial trauma with rowe as a reliable guide who has both been on
the journey and shown others the way forward you will find a safe pathway to resilience
Everyday White People Confront Racial & Social Injustice 2015 this book draws on critical race
theories and teachers testimonials grounded in 20 years of teaching experiences to reveal the
ways in which racial and cultural biases are embedded in school curricula and both their intended
and unintended consequences on the learning and well being of students of color more specifically
this book examines how these biases have played a significant role in the mis education
misrepresentation and marginalization of african american native american latino and asian
students but the analysis doesn t stop there the author goes beyond the school walls to
underscore how systemic racism paired with colonialism has impacted the lives of racially
marginalized groups in both the united states and developing countries this book uncovers these
injustices and proposes alternative ways in which racism can be unschooled
Healing Racial Trauma 2020-01-07 chronicles the 1992 1993 cholera epidemic in venezuela
Unschooling Racism 2020-11-06 racial and ethnic disparities in health care are known to reflect
access to care and other issues that arise from differing socioeconomic conditions there is
however increasing evidence that even after such differences are accounted for race and ethnicity
remain significant predictors of the quality of health care received in unequal treatment a panel
of experts documents this evidence and explores how persons of color experience the health care
environment the book examines how disparities in treatment may arise in health care systems and
looks at aspects of the clinical encounter that may contribute to such disparities patients and
providers attitudes expectations and behavior are analyzed how to intervene unequal treatment
offers recommendations for improvements in medical care financing allocation of care availability
of language translation community based care and other arenas the committee highlights the
potential of cross cultural education to improve provider patient communication and offers a
detailed look at how to integrate cross cultural learning within the health professions the book
concludes with recommendations for data collection and research initiatives unequal treatment
will be vitally important to health care policymakers administrators providers educators and
students as well as advocates for people of color
Stories in the Time of Cholera 2003-01-16 we need to talk about race the bible s prayers of
lament show us the way stories of racial injustice fill our news feeds yet for too long many of
us in the church have been hesitant to speak up and give voice to addressing racism in its many
forms we fear offending others of using the wrong words of not knowing what to say in lamenting
racism a team of leading pastors and theologians come together to lay the groundwork for
important conversations about racism in your congregation through their conversations in six
thought provoking videos they name that god s people of every race are called to confront racism
in every way possible together this team invites each of us to consider and give voice to how we
have been shaped and formed by race calling on us to reclaim the lost art of biblical lament
these pastors and theologians model a powerful way to pour out the fear shame grief and rage of
racism in prayer in the process we will be transformed reclaiming hope for a world shaped by god
s inclusive vision of love and blessing this six session study invites church groups to learn the
practice of biblical lament as a powerful tool to in the church s struggle against racism this
book accompanies a six sesssion video series available for purchase from mennomedia
Unequal Treatment 2009-02-06 narratives of mixed race people bringing claims of racial
discrimination in court illuminating traditional understandings of civil rights law as the mixed
race population in the united states grows public fascination with multiracial identity has
promoted the belief that racial mixture will destroy racism however multiracial people still face
discrimination many legal scholars hold that this is distinct from the discrimination faced by
people of other races and traditional civil rights laws built on a strict black white binary need
to be reformed to account for cases of discrimination against those identifying as mixed race in
multiracials and civil rights tanya katerí hernández debunks this idea and draws on a plethora of
court cases to demonstrate that multiracials face the same types of discrimination as other
racial groups hernández argues that multiracial people are primarily targeted for discrimination
due to their non whiteness and shows how the cases highlight the need to support the existing
legal structures instead of a new understanding of civil rights law the legal and political
analysis is enriched with hernández s own personal narrative as a mixed race afro latina coming
at a time when explicit racism is resurfacing hernández s look at multiracial discrimination
cases is essential for fortifying the focus of civil rights law on racial privilege and the
lingering legacy of bias against non whites and has much to teach us about how to move towards a
more egalitarian society
Lamenting Racism Participant Journal 2021-01-26 told through the powerful stories of black lives
that were ravaged by racism this manifesto holds 10 demands to rectify racial injustice told
through his perspective as an activist acclaimed commentator solomon jones tells the stories of
real people whose lives and deaths pushed the black lives matter movement forward he explains how
each act of violence was incited by specific instances of structural racism and details concrete
and actionable strategies to address crimes committed by our justice system these stories and
strategies are a critical resource for social justice activists looking to further their anti
racist education these 10 demands form an actionable plan that is necessary to repair our racist
past change the racist present and bring justice to the future 1 george floyd pay financial
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reparations to black communities that have been damaged by legalized racism 2 michael brown use
consent decrees to reform police departments that demonstrate a pattern or practice of racism and
police brutality 3 hassan bennett offer compensation for all those who are wrongfully imprisoned
4 breonna taylor require functioning body cameras and ban no knock warrants 5 eric garner all
police disciplinary and dismissal records must be made public 6 alton sterling change federal law
to allow prosecution of flagrant lawbreakers within police departments 7 tamir rice use
independent prosecutors to eliminate prosecutorial conflicts of interest 8 trayvon martin
eliminate stand your ground laws 9 deborah danner defund the police and move funds to trained
social workers mental health professionals and conflict resolution specialists 10 sandra bland
end racial profiling
Multiracials and Civil Rights 2021-01-19 this second anthology of racial narratives gathers
stories from south carolina united methodists about how their perspective on race changed
sometimes raw and vulnerable sometimes uplifting and a testimony to christian unity the 24
stories in this collection help shine light into the darkness that is racism and how can can all
strive together for change
Ten Lives, Ten Demands 2022-01-18 integration and black power collide and force a black man who
has walked comfortably in the black and white communities to realize he is not free in either
place and needs to work for a level of interracial justice in which all of us can be true to our
roots and feel at home anywhere in the world
More Stories of Racial Awakening 2021-07-10 a powerful document of the day to day realities of
black women in britain the heart of the race is a powerful corrective to a version of britain s
history from which black women have long been excluded it reclaims and records black women s
place in that history documenting their day to day struggles their experiences of education work
and health care and the personal and political struggles they have waged to preserve a sense of
identity and community first published in 1985 and winner of the martin luther king memorial
prize that year the heart of the race is a testimony to the collective experience of black women
in britain and their relationship to the british state throughout its long history of slavery
empire and colonialism this new edition includes a foreword by lola okolosie and an interview
with the authors chaired by heidi safia mirza focusing on the impact of their book since
publication and its continuing relevance today
Light, Bright, Damn Near White 2017-09 so you want to do your part to end racism in the united
states have you been watching racial conflict erupt across the nation wondering if there is any
hope for peace do you want to be part of the healing of our nation but just don t know if you as
an individual can make a difference do you wonder if you need a title or need to run for office
to make the kinds of changes needed in bridges to heal us you will learn from author and 30 year
locally and nationally award winning educator erin jones about strategies to help you move your
community towards racial justice by developing the attitudes and behaviors necessary to engage in
hard conversations about race and justice understanding the role of your own story and identities
in dismantling racism learning about the stories of other people who may experience race
different from you realizing which levers to push at your work site in your community and in
government to eliminate racism identifying next steps to move your learning forward you can t end
racism on your own but if you are interested in learning how to be and build the bridges
necessary to heal the deep wounds of racism in the united states of america get your copy of
bridges to heal us today
Footprints on the Land 2003 winner of the 2022 ecpa christian book award for faith culture how do
we effectively confront racial injustice we need to move beyond talking about racism and start
equipping ourselves to fight against it in this follow up to the new york times bestseller the
color of compromise jemar tisby offers an array of actionable items to confront racism how to
fight racism introduces a simple framework the a r c of racial justice that teaches readers to
consistently interrogate their own actions and maintain a consistent posture of anti racist
behavior the a r c of racial justice is a clear model for how to think about race in productive
ways awareness educate yourself by studying history exploring your personal narrative and
grasping what god says about the dignity of the human person relationships understand the
spiritual dimension of race relations and how authentic connections make reconciliation real and
motivate you to act commitment consistently fight systemic racism and work for racial justice by
orienting your life to it tisby offers practical tools for following this model and suggests that
by applying these principles we can help dismantle a social hierarchy long stratified by skin
color he encourages rejection passivity and active participation in the struggle for human
dignity there is hope for transforming our nation and the world and you can be part of the
solution
The Heart of the Race 2018-08-14 the purpose of re vealed is to provide true testimonies
regarding racist experiences it is my goal that this book becomes a tool that can be utilized to
share our racist stories experiences with people who find it difficult to imagine what we ve gone
throughhelp heal those who have chosen to reveal their impactful memories spark dialogue amongst
those who have yet to address their suppressed stories we want this book to promote an exchange
of dialogue in homes churches jobs families book clubs and or inner circles i envision families
sitting around the kitchen table discussing which stories they can relate to most while neighbors
or friends begin reviewing scenarios assessing whether they may have consciously or
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subconsciously contributed to some of these testimonials i am hoping this book sparks out of the
box thinking while prompting all of us to forgive have compassion and take the next important and
courageous step to have an exchange of dialogue regarding the racist experience not only will you
read the true testimonies of racial experiences but you will also see how the individuals tried
to learn from the opportunity and what suggestions they made in order to help history from
repeating itself i humbly ask that you practice the willis a3 model acknowledge accept and
apologize it really does work as it is difficult for someone to argue after consistent and
sincere apologies
Bridges to Heal US 2021-07-19 a new york times bestseller and indie next pick writer and
performer on late night with seth meyers amber ruffin writes with her sister lacey lamar with
humor and heart to share absurd anecdotes about everyday experiences of racism now a writer and
performer on late night with seth meyers and host of the amber ruffin show amber ruffin lives in
new york where she is no one s first black friend and everyone is as she puts it stark raving
normal but amber s sister lacey she s still living in their home state of nebraska and trust us
you ll never believe what happened to lacey from racist donut shops to strangers putting their
whole hand in her hair from being mistaken for a prostitute to being mistaken for harriet tubman
lacey is a lightning rod for hilariously ridiculous yet all too real anecdotes she s the perfect
mix of polite beautiful petite and black that apparently makes people think i can say whatever i
want to this woman and now amber and lacey share these entertainingly horrifying stories through
their laugh out loud sisterly banter painfully relatable or shockingly eye opening depending on
how often you have personally been followed by security at department stores this book tackles
modern day racism with the perfect balance of levity and gravity
How to Fight Racism 2021-01-05 are you afraid of saying the wrong thing whether it be at a family
gathering in the classroom in a meeting or in the bedroom we all risk loss when we speak up for
racial justice and oneness build your confidence and competence kemp s searing and tender
commentary about herself life within her interracial family and racial justice take the reader on
a rare journey into an african american s psyche in the tradition of james baldwin and ta nehisi
coates this intimate collection of essays will leave you pondering deep questions long after you
stop reading a great conversation starter this short book will leave you cheering and hopeful
about our nation s future
Civil Rights Stories: Racial Equality 2021-08-12 if you did a historical survey of racism in the
united states the overarching theme would be one of compromise and complicity these uncomfortable
realities of the past have been too often minimized or outright denied and they must be shared in
order to have a full accounting of the truth but there s more to the story of christianity than
merely the failure of its adherents to confront racism just as there were those who created and
perpetuated racist ideas and actions there were those who resisted them the spirit of justice
reveals the stories of the people who fought against racism and agitated for justice all in the
name of their faith through a historical survey of the nation from its founding to the present
day this book gives real world examples of people who opposed racism how they did it what it cost
and what they gained for themselves and others the spirit of justice is a book about the eternal
wellspring of hope that helps a people break the bonds of oppression and inspires a legacy of
liberation it is a book about how we too can unleash the spirit of justice
Re-Vealed 2021-03-09 this is the story of an anti racist campaign staged by social workers and
allied health professionals which encourages readers to consider their own possibilities for anti
racist action the murder of george floyd in may 2020 and subsequent expression of anger
frustration and grief at the continued existence of racism led to more sophisticated and honest
conversations about racism and its impact social work also started to recognise its own problem
with racist systems and its failure as a profession that strives for social justice to have
addressed this in any meaningful way the anti racist social worker describe a successful campaign
of anti racist direct action that was staged by a small group of social workers and occupational
therapists the opening chapter tells the story of the campaign from the coming together of the
campaign group to the concluding day of action subsequent chapters are written by campaign
members at different stages of their career from student social worker to chief social worker for
england each describes journeys to and stories of anti racist activism these stories are about
either the writers experiences of racism and how this translated into action or their growing
understanding of the impact of racism and subsequent decision to take personal action importantly
each chapter offers a personal case study and therefore a suggestion of individual anti racist
action that can be taken by social workers the anti racist social worker is a call for action
told through individual stories it shows how those in social care and allied health professions
can contribute in a meaningful way to the creation of the change we need and encourages everyone
to consider their own roles in dismantling racism
You'll Never Believe What Happened to Lacey 2021-01-12 profound and revelatory racial innocence
tackles head on the insidious grip of white supremacy on our communities and how we all might
free ourselves from its predation tanya katerí hernández is fearless and brilliant what fire
junot díaz the first comprehensive book about anti black bias in the latino community that
unpacks the misconception that latinos are exempt from racism due to their ethnicity and
multicultural background racial innocence will challenge what you thought about racism and bias
and demonstrate that it s possible for a historically marginalized group to experience
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discrimination and also be discriminatory racism is deeply complex and law professor and
comparative race relations expert tanya katerí hernández exposes the latino racial innocence
cloak that often veils latino complicity in racism as latinos are the second largest ethnic group
in the us this revelation is critical to dismantling systemic racism basing her work on
interviews discrimination case files and civil rights law hernández reveals latino anti black
bias in the workplace the housing market schools places of recreation the criminal justice system
and latino families by focusing on racism perpetrated by communities outside those of white non
latino people racial innocence brings to light the many afro latino and african american victims
of anti blackness at the hands of other people of color through exploring the interwoven fabric
of discrimination and examining the cause of these issues we can begin to move toward a more
egalitarian society
Say the Wrong Thing 2017-02-24 young people speak about being identified as part of an ethnic
minority in the united states
The Spirit of Justice 2024-09-03 the international bestseller with clarity and compassion
diangelo allows us to understand racism as a practice not restricted to bad people in doing so
she moves our national discussions forward this is a necessary book for all people invested in
societal change claudia rankine anger fear guilt denial silence these are the ways in which
ordinary white people react when it is pointed out to them that they have done or said something
that has unintentionally caused racial offence or hurt after all a racist is the worst thing a
person can be right but these reactions only serve to silence people of colour who cannot give
honest feedback to liberal white people lest they provoke a dangerous emotional reaction robin
diangelo coined the term white fragility in 2011 to describe this process and is here to show us
how it serves to uphold the system of white supremacy using knowledge and insight gained over
decades of running racial awareness workshops and working on this idea as a professor of
whiteness studies she shows us how we can start having more honest conversations listen to each
other better and react to feedback with grace and humility it is not enough to simply hold
abstract progressive views and condemn the obvious racists on social media change starts with us
all at a practical granular level and it is time for all white people to take responsibility for
relinquishing their own racial supremacy by turns mordant and then inspirational an argument that
powerful forces and tragic histories stack the deck fully against racial justice alongside one
that we need only to be clearer try harder and do better david roediger los angeles review of
books the value in white fragility lies in its methodical irrefutable exposure of racism in
thought and action and its call for humility and vigilance katy waldman new yorker a vital
necessary and beautiful book michael eric dyson
The Anti-Racist Social Worker 2021-09-27
Racial Innocence 2022-08-23
Inside Separate Worlds 1991
White Fragility 2019-02-07
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